TCA Programme

“Unity in Diversity: A Diversity, Equity & Inclusive Celebration trough Erasmus+ mindset”

NOVEMBER 22

09:30 10:30 Seminar Registration

10:30 10:45 Opening speech (Ministry of Education/ NA E+ Diretor)

10:45 11:10 Keynote speaker _Inclusion & Diversity

11:10 11:50 Making everyday life visible (round table)

11:50 12:00 Short break

12:00 12:50 Is Inclusion real??? Projects (Panel presentation)

12:50 13:00 Wrap up.

13:00 14:00 Lunch

14:00 14:30 A good project? What is that?

Opportunities and key points for a good project proposal

14:30 14:50 Keynote speaker – Inclusion and Diversity

14:50 15:30 Inside & Outside (experiences) (Round table)

15:30 15:40 Short cuts (videos)

15:40 16:00 Closing time

16:00 16:30 Cultural moment

NOVEMBER 23

9:00 13:00 Welcoming words

Keynote speaker: Erasmus+ Projects & Collaborative work

Pass the Mic (Inclusive & diversity icebreakers)

Workshop: How inclusive we are? (Prison Project)

13:00 14:00 Lunch

14:00 17:30 Keynote speaker: Social Inclusion
Appreciation Circle

Workshop: Gender & Identity

Closing time

**17:30** 19:45 Cultural activity (Lisbon)

**20:00** Dinner

**NOVEMBER 24**

**09:00** 12:30  Keynote speaker: Ethic & responsibility

Networking and cooperation planning for the future.

Pitch Presentations

Closing time

**12:30** Departure